Discover our
Natur & Spa Resort
in Alpbach

Inspiring,
exhilirating nature!

A WARM WELCOME
We salute and invite you to discover and be awed

place on earth coupled with our Natur & Spa

by our breathtaking and inspiring „Natur & Spa

Resort Alpbacherhof, will revive your senses and

Resort der Alpbacherhof“.

fill your heart.We are the only hotel set in a quiet
corner boasting an unforgettable
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panoramic

A traditional Tyrolean hotel with a modern flair.

backdrop, incomparable views, an unmatched

Luxurious living and unmatched panoramic views

hospitality and a chance to create remarkable

across local meadows leading to mountain peaks.

memories.

So much more than a feel good holiday, a chance

We look forward to welcoming you here.

to realign and invigorate. The Tyrol, a very special

Your Family Margreiter
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Your Hosts
A HOUSE OF WARMTH, PURPOSE AND AT TENTION TO DETAIL
We are passionate about our house.

Since 2008

creation of your perfect stay. As proficient hoteliers

we have redesigned, realigned and complemented

we have achieved an alliance of respect for nature

the Hotel Alpbacherhof. Our traditional house set in

combined with the needs of our guests. We offer

the heart of Tyrol offers modern living with Tyrole-

individuality, flexibility and commitment. Your com-

an hospitality and a Team whose only interest is the

fort is our purpose.

Our pride
and consideration
shine
throughout.“
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The Hotel
A PANORAMIC PERSPECTIVE
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An harmonious blend of traditional and contem-

panoramic views of the Kitzbühler Alps with their

poray living. Comfortable, elegant, stylish and

natural meadows leading to spectacular peaks,

conventional with the diligence of our family at its

our Hotel Alpbacherhof is unique. Enjoy, be free

heart.Natural materials, warm colours, clear lines

and embrace a new persepective. Our Panorama

and a design flair that astounds. We have crea-

Terrace , Panorama Gardens and Natur Spa are all

ted a modern interpretation of living pleasure. Set

designed for our guests to appreciate the nature

in the beauty of Alpbach, surrounded by unrivalled

around them.
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Together with our Team
we offer an
exceptional holiday experience.“
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The Alpbachtal
A NATURAL GEM
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Character, age-old traditions, untouched nature and

winning crystal mountain water. Proud winners of

local hospitality – the Alpbachtal is an outstanding

„The Most Beautiful Village in Austria“ and „The Most

jewel. Nestling between the rise and fall of the Kitz-

Beautiful Flower Village in Europe“ this idyllic alpi-

bühler Alps and the might of the Gratlspitz, is a sun-

ne village with its protected architectural planning

ny plateau standing at 1000m and home to the villa-

is a quintessential, spirited and charming Tyrolean

ge of Alpbach. A truly beautiful and rewarding place

experience. Each of our guests receive their free Al-

of discovery. Clear, crisp mountain air, wondrous flo-

pbachtal Card allowing them to visit many local at-

ra and fauna, untamed mountain wildlife and award

tractions free of charge.
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We look forward to welcoming you
throughout the year, with the promise
of a joyful and enriching holiday.“
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Our Kitchen
A CULINARY FEAST
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Our renowned kitchen includes your gourmet Bre-

choose from a wide range of wines from our cellar.

akfast Buffet, Light Lunch Buffet, Afternoon Buffet

Relax in our bar or on the Panorama Terrace, take

and 6-course evening meal. A range of menu's ca-

time out to enjoy where you are. Delight in delicious,

tering to every palate. Local, fresh produce – quali-

succulant specialities at beautifully set tables in the

ty garunteed. Balanced, savoury and healthy dishes;

knowledge that our Team is there to please.
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Good health,
happiness and harmony;
from your beautifully
set table to the culinary
delights presented by
our Kitchen Team.“
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Our Accommodation
SPECTACULAR, INDIVIDUAL ROOMS & SUITES
Our hotel is a place to relax, enjoy and revive. Let

and elegant, natural materials and logistically well

us spoil and look after you. All of our accommo-

planned, each as indiviual as the next – the Hotel

dation, be it one of our large suites or cosy rooms,

Alpbacherhof is a cocoon of well-being.

are designed with clear attention to detail. Classic
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Each of our suites and rooms are appointed with:

collecting and adding your ski pass to your bill, or

Bath or shower, WC, balcony, radio, telephone, SAT-

what about our Cycling Service Package? Although

TV, fridge, comfortable seating area, hair dryer and

our 4****s hotel is not a traditional children's hotel,

cosmetic mirror. Stunning views and panoramic

our 10 Family Suites speak for themselves and our

mountain peaks included. You will also find your Spa

younger guests are well catered for. If you need a

Bag comprising bathrobe, sauna towel and towel-

cot, high-chair or babyfone, just let us know when

ling slippers for you to use throughout your stay.

you book. Treat yourself to a special sojourn, choose
from one of our rejuvinating Spa therapies or acclai-

The benefits included in your booking are many and

med Spa products. The Natur Spa Hotel Alpbacher-

encompassing.

hof is the very best of its kind.

Extras available include booking,

Whether you are looking to connect with nature, hike, bike, climb, swim, take to the mountains, spa &
beauty revival or just to be pampered or take a short break, our holiday packages offer everybody
that something special. Take a look at our homepage:
www.alpbacherhof.at/en/holiday-offers/
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A Celebration of Self!
Our fabulous range of
restorative health and beauty
treatments and first class products –
the Spa Hotel Alpbacherhof
where you can flourish.“
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Spa & Wellness
FREEDOM OF SPIRIT
On entering our Spa oasis you will be enveloped by a

for our guests to relax and recuperate. Our „Adults

feeling of harmony, health and happiness. Comple-

Only“ area ensures guests over the age of 18 years,

te relaxation and well-being guarunteed. Covering

a calm and tranquil sanctuary.

1,600m² there are plenty and varied opportunities
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Our Beauty & Relax Lounge offers a range of revita-

attractions encompass all that is good for our guests'

lising, rejuvinating and relaxing therapies. Our exten-

health and vitality. Relax in our Panorama Gardens,

sive menu of treatments and multi-faceted massa-

start the day with our Yoga Master and tone your

ges are based on the 4-Elements; Air, Fire, Water and

body in our state-of-the-art Fitness Room.

Earth. Our guests are ensured the opportunity to find
balance and renewed energy.

Our indoor pool with swim channel to the outdoor
pool is open all year round. Our spectacular Whir-
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We invite you to discover the ambiance of peace

lpool benefits from the beautiful views across the

found in our Panorama Relax Rooms. Our Natur Spa

Alpbach landscape and mountain range. Our Beau-

is designed for our guests to enjoy the astounding

ty and Regenerative Programme offers spectacular

panoramic mountain views. Our bathing and sauna

health and beauty opportunities for all or our guests.
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Nature, Sport & Recreation
UNFORGET TABLE MEMORIES AWAIT YOU
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Our hotel enjoys the best views in Alpbach, the he-

autumn as it is in winter with a range of leisure op-

art of Alpbachtal. The spectacular nature that sur-

portunites for our guests to choose from; walking,

rounds us is as beautiful and inviting in summer and

biking, skiing, sledging – it's your choice.
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Summer
SUNSHINE & NATURE
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The Alpbachtal; A true summer paradise for all tho-

tain bike tours. Your Alpbachtal Guest Card offers

se who like to get up close with nature. Over 900km

an extensive range of holiday benefits opening up

of marked routes await hikers, bikers and e-bike

a whole range of holiday benefits for our guests to

fans. Wild-water sports on the River Inn, mountain

explore and enjoy. Our Reception Team are on hand

climbing and abseiling. The beauty of local natural

to advise with walking tours, maps, e-bike or moun-

bathing lakes – spend the day splashing about or

tain bike paths. Museum opportunities, local castles

dive in after a day of sport on the mountain. The

and fortresses, traditional handcraft, cheese making

Natur Spa Alpbacherhof offers their own weekly Fit-

on the summer alms and on it goes..... You and your

ness Programme including guided hikes and moun-

family will leave with some wonderful memories.
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Winter
MORE THAN A WINTER WONDERLAND
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The „Ski Juwel Alpbachtal Wildschönau“ ski region

lifts take skiers to the heights and a choice of 25

is numbered among the Top 10 resorts in the Ty-

original mountain huts where many local specialities

rol. 109km of prepared pistes offer winter fun for

can be savoured. There are also 70km of cleared

all from beginners to proficient and freerider skiers.

winter walking paths for you to discover and en-

16 km of ski routes, over 100km of cross country, 8

joy, romantic candle lit winter walking tours or how

sledge runs and twice a week, night skiing.

about a nostalgic horse sleigh ride? Our very own

A Family Snow Park alongside two further Snow

guided snow shoe walks starting from the hotel are

Parks offer challenges and fun for all skiers. 47 ski

a winner with our guests.
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Alpbacherhof Fitness Plan
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

foot, and be aware of the light moving through the

master shows you the beneficiary art of steam tre-

branches and the changing colours of the foliage.

atment with the use of healing and regenerative oils.

„Waldbaden“ is one of our specialised activites designed to reduce stress and help you realign your

Our weekly Blackjack table is a huge hit. „Just for

senses.

Fun“ no money included, let our house croupiers
guide you through this night of fun and challenge.

Winter and summer we offer our guests our own

guided hiking tours to the most beautiful corners of

comprehensive range of leisure and fitness activites.

the Alpbachtal. Perhpas a chance to pop in to a local

Work-out in our hi-tech Fitness Room boasting the

farmhouse for a quick respite or an interesting local

latest „Technogym“ equipment and enjoying great

history tip – you'll have to find out for yourself.

Create your own deep heat therapy across our

Prizes for the winners - amusement guarunteed!

choice of sauna and steam attractions. Our sauna

The Natur Spa Alpbacherhof – the whole deal!

views across the local landscape.
In the summer months he offers guided e-bike tours
In our „Raum der Inspiration“ join our yoga classes

with bikes from our own stable – the distances rea-

rediscover your senses and find peace with your

ched and the pleasure in your own ability will make

inner self.

you shine. Our e-bikes are available to hire for our
guests.

Our Mountain Guide Tom, is a local and in tune with
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the local landscape, wildlife and moods of our moun-

A walk through the woods can be an awakening;

tain range. In summer and winter he offers weekly

taste the air, feel the softness of the earth under-
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Your holiday
benefits and a
touch of magic –
all inclusive“
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Der Alpbacherhof****s
Familie Margreiter
Alpbach 279
A-6236 Alpbach
Tel.: +43 (0) 53 36/52 37
E-Mail: hotel@alpbacherhof.at
www.alpbacherhof.at

Follow us on Social Media!

ALPBACH

